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NASH INTERSCHOOLS PUBLIC SPEAKING 
 
During the afternoon of Thursday the 13th of July in the Loyola 
Centre all spectators were privileged to have witnessed a flamboy-
ant display of articulation from different speakers from different 
schools comprising of: St. George’s College, St. John’s College, 
Chisipite Senior School, The Heritage, Arundel School and Roose-
velt Girls. The top two speakers from each section progress to the 
Provincial Competition. 
 
Intermediate Section 
The standard of speaking was of an extremely formidable level and 
a strong sense of anxiety and competition saturated the Hall. A 
report on each of the speakers would be too lengthy as all speakers 
performed to their optimum. Hence, the summarised 
results are: 
1st Position- Michelle Duffield (Chisipite)          
2nd Position- Kuziva Zvokuomba (St. George’s) 
 
Seniors Section 
The College was represented by the very capable Thulani Nzonzo 
with his winning speech at Interhouse but due to the high level of 
competition only managed to come 3rd. The top results were as 
follows: 
 
1st Position- Simbarashe Wazara (St. John’s)      
2nd Position- Wadzanayi Muzvongi (Arundel) 
Overall it was an amazing event and a myriad of lessons were 
learnt from the various speeches that the competitors said. Con-
gratulations to K. Zvokuomba for proceeding to the Provincials 
and we wish him all the best as well as the other competitors. 

                             Hockey 
1st Team v Hellenic 
 
A cosy fly over the knights round table. 
The teams’s confidence was through the roof after a convincing 
win in the first leg encounter where we won 6-1.  With this confi-
dence the team’s composure, skill level and all round perfor-
mance was at an all time high. 
 
Special mention must go to M Came, K Burawudi, C Horinda 
and M Davies who scored a goal each to help the team win com-
fortably 4-0 against the Hellenic knights. 
The game started a bit uneasily because the team was still adjust-
ing to the Hellenic pitch which was flat but a bit thick.  At the 
commencement of the second quarter the team had settled down 
and found its’ groove.  Quick goals were scored in between the 
second, third and fourth quarters. 
 
This win will help boost the team’s confidence in preparation for 
St John’s match and the Super 12 Tournament coming up soon. 
By : T Tambowoneyi   Form : 3.1 

                     Hockey 
1st Team v Prince Edward 
Result : Won 3-1 
 
The conquest of Tower field 
The team was determined to grab a win against P.E having 
drawn against them at Centenary Day and not having won a 
game on Tower field for over 5 years.  
The game started in our favour scoring a goal within the first 
minute.  After that the game slowed down but just before the end 
of the first half Prince Edward got a goal to equalize. 
 
The second half started slow but as the game progressed we got 
our rhythm back and scored two quick goals to give us our se-
cured lead of 3-1.  We played our hearts out to hold on to the 
advantage and record a famous win over our P.E rivals who 
could not make a comeback. 
Well done. 
By : O Hor inda   Form : U6 

Dramatic Arts 
 

Thulani Nzonzo - took part in the World Championships 
Performing Arts Competition where he reached the semi-
finals and was then successful in winning 4 Silver Medals in 
the following categories :    
 
 i) Acting for screen         ii) Dramatic   
iii) Contemporary            iv) Open Categories 
 
Thulani has then gone on to be Awarded an ‘’Industry 
Award’’ which is given to those Actors recognized as being 
capable of working well within the Acting Industry in Holly-
wood USA.  This has been acknowledged by the ‘’New York 
Conservatory for Dramatic Arts’’ who have now offered a 
Talent based Scholarship to him over 2 years worth $20.000! 
 
We commend Him on his exceptional talent and congratulate 
him on this achievement. 
This is an opportunity that does not come to many people so 
we say Well done and Good Luck. 



               Rugby 
U15B v Hellenic U15A 
 
We started off on the back foot with Hellenic taking the 
initiative and scoring a converted try from a ruck as early 
as the fifth minute into the match. We must have given 
them too much respect because we just could not do any-
thing right, too many knocks, half-hearted tackling and not 
having any game plan. It is good to note though that ma-
turity is clearly developing as the boys in red kept talking 
and encouraging each other despite this early set back. 
Quick hands has always been our greatest asset and after 
such a move N Hungwe dotted down but the kicker’s boot 
could not find the posts. Hellenic surged ahead with an 
unconverted try and we returned the favour with a convert-
ed try, again through N Hungwe,  who was clearly playing 
a game of his life. Half-time scores were 12 all. A ruck in 
the opposition 22 soon after the second half kick off had T 
Karidza propelling us ahead. From now on it was see saw 
with each team taking turns to score a try. A poor clearance 
kick in our try box was blocked by a Hellenic player who 
gratefully raced to touch down. So the second half was 
another equal opportunity affair as both teams scored three 
tries each and managing to convert one. The final score 
was a fair 29 all. Our tries came from T Karidza , M Chika-
sha  and T Nyamayevhu . 
 
15C v Hellenic 15B  
 
So near and yet so far is how this match which ended 29 – 
30 to Hellenic can best be described for us. The C team 
which hardly had any games this season took the Hellenic 
B team on and the visitors were saved from a defeat by our 
inept handling of the ball. An agonising knock inches from 
the opponents try line is one such example. Maybe the hun-
ger for matches led to some players being greedy and 
fighting for glory at the expense of the team. Passes which 
could have been made and easy tries scored went begging, 
on the other hand the visitors taught us that team work 
wins matches as their passes down the line were a marvel 
to watch. Three tries and one conversion from T Manhan-
do , A Chikopa  and T Chigumba had us leading 17 – 15 at 
half time. We went on to score two tries through S Mautsa 
and Mugabe (guest player) in the second half but Hellenic 
hit back with what can be described as three soft tries to 
pip us by a point. At the end of it, shifting our attention 
from the scoreboard it is safe to say that fun was head by 
all, lessons learnt and it was a good day under the sun.  
By : Mr  O Mlalazi 

Soccer 
U16 CHISZ  Tournament 

 
On the 15th of July 2017, the U16 A Soccer team participated in 
the annual St. John’s U16 CHISZ Soccer Tournament.  
The team comprised of: M. Mapondera, T. Mangadze, T. Mati-
za, T. Chonzi, C. Gwangwadza, I. Mauchi, T. Bopoto, A. Hove, 
P. Shiripinda, D. Matanhire, M. Manga, N. Muhlanga, H. 
Mukushi, S. Mimana, P. Zimani, T. Siame. 
We were placed in Group B with St. John’s College B, Water-
shed and Lomagundi. In our first game we faced St. John’s B, 
which mainly had younger players, and so we had an easier 
match to warm up against. Goals were scored by D. Matanhire, 
A. Hove, N. Muhlanga and T. Mangadze, which lead to a 4-0 
victory. 
Our following game was against Watershed, which was a bit 
tougher than our previous game, but some outstanding strikes 
from our midfielders, I. Mauchi, T. Bopoto and N. Muhlanga, 
gave us the lead in the first half and we saw out the game with 
a comfortable win 3-0. 
Our last match in the group stages was against Lomagundi, I 
would say that this was the toughest group stage game we had. 
Lomagundi took the lead in the first half and we equalised in 
the second half from an outstanding freekick from N. 
Muhlanga.  This was a good result from the team. 
At the end of the group stages we were tied with Lomagundi at 
the top, but a problem arose as we had the same number of 
points, same goal difference, same goals for and against; so we 
couldn’t distinguish the winner of the group. This took us to a 
penalty shootout where we were rather confident as we had 
done some training on penalties prior to the tournament. In a 
sudden death setup, we won with the score 6-5 in our favour.  
We were through to the semi finals by the closest of margins! 
In the semi-finals, we faced a rather threatening Peterhouse, 
which we had lost to earlier in the season. After battling it out 
in the first half with no team able to score, it became clear that 
if one team was to score, the game would be over. In the sec-
ond half, we quickly grabbed a goal from a wonderful finish by 
N. Muhlanga. We then defended for the rest of the game with 
all our hearts to hold on to the win and seal a position in the 
Finals. 
 
In the Finals, we were to face St. John’s who we thought had 
the same team that we had faced earlier in the season. Unfortu-
nately, our thoughts misled us and we faced a much better and  
reinforced St. John’s team. St. John’s grabbed the first goal in a 
counter attack where the keeper was then beaten in a one on 
one challenge. St. John’s then grabbed another goal with a 
beautifully taken freekick which caught the keeper off his line 
and went straight to the top left corner. A controversial decision 
by the referee was made to disallow us a goal that seemed to 
have crossed the line but was thrown out at the last minute by 
the goalkeeper. In the second half a very tired but determined 
St George’s team came to life, with countless attacks leading to 
many good chances. Unfortunately we were only able to snatch 
one goal, which was scored by M. Manga, from the many 
chances at goal. After a lot of time wasting which upset our 
rhythm abit, the final whistle was blown and it ended 2-1 in 
favour of St. John’s College. 
We scored a total of 10 goals, conceded just 3, and we had a 
total of 3 clean sheets out of the 5 matches. 
Overall it was an amazing display of soccer by the U16 Team, 
and it was quite unfortunate that we lost it in the final. Many 
congratulations go to M. Mapondera, T. Matiza, I. Mauchi, M. 
Manga and A.Hove for being selected in the CHISZ U16 Soc-
cer Team. Also,  congratualtions to T. Matiza for being award-
ed with the Best Defender of the Tournament 
Award.  This was very well deserved. 
By : T Matiza  

                 Rugby 
U14B's lose against Hellenic A 
  
The B team should have beaten Hellenic last 
Saturday but ended up losing 5-10 in a fairly evenly-
matched contest. Hellenic had a couple of big runners who 
made more metres than they should have every time they 
got the ball but most of the time the Saints' tackling was 
good. Both teams scored a try in the first half and the 
scores were locked at 5-5 through most of the second half. 
Saints spent a lot of time attacking the opposition goal line 
but could only manage the solitary try by Nyamutswa. Hel-
lenic on the other hand scored 2 runaway tries when they 
caught Saints napping, the second in the final minute to 
snatch the game away. The Saints backs were guilty of 
running across the field instead of directly at the opposition 
and will need to improve on this aspect of play before the 
return games against St John's and Peterhouse in the last 2 
weekends of term. 
P d'Hotman   



Discipline Against Age / Team Result 

Rugby Hellenic                              U15B SGC         U15C Lost 29-30 

                                              U15A                  U15B Drew 29-29 

                                              U14A                  U14B Lost 5-10 

                                              U16A                  U16B Lost 5-38 
  

Hockey Hellenic U14A Won 2-0 

    U14B Drew 1-1 

    U15A Won 4-0 

    U15B Won 1-0 

    U16A Lost 0-1 

    3rd Team Won 1-0 

    2nd Team Won 2-1 

    1st Team Won 4-0 
  

Soccer U15 CHISZ Tournament     

  Westridge                           U15A U15B Lost 0-1 

  Peterhouse                          U15A U15B Lost 0-1 

  Lomagundi                         U15A U15B Lost 0-4 
  

  Plate Semi-Finals     

 Falcon                                 U15A U15B Lost 0-2 
 

  St John’s College                U15A U15A Won 2-1 

  Falcon College                   U15A U15A Drew 0-0 
  Westridge                            U15B U15A Won 5-0 

  
  Semi Finals     

  Peterhouse                          U15A U15A Lost 0-2 
  

  Awards : Best Midfield   J Happi-Kamseu 

  CHISZ select U15 Team   J Happi-Kamseu, J Mhuru, 
E De’Torrente, T Matambo 

  
  U16 CHISZ Tournament     

  St John’s College B U16A Won 4-0 

  Watershed A U16A Won 3-0 
  Lomagundi U16A Drew 1-1 (Won 6-5 penalties) 

  
  Semi Finals     
  Peterhouse U16A Won 1-0 

  
  Finals     
  St John’s College U16A Lost 1-2 

  
  Awards : Defender of the Tournament : T Matiza 

   CHISZ Select U16 Team : A Hove, M Manga, T Matiza, 
M Mapondera, I Mauchi 

     Library Corner 
 

New Books 
‘Tom’s Midnight Garden’ by Philippa Pearce & Edith 

 
A graphic adaptation of the classic. 
 
Lying awake at night, Tom hears the old grandfather clock downstairs strike . . . 
eleven . . . twelve . . . thirteen . . .  
Thirteen!?  
 
When Tom gets up to investigate, he discovers a magical garden.  
A garden that everyone told him doesn't exist.  
A garden that only he can enter . . . 

Summary of Results  



2017 NIAA Speech & Drama Festival Results 

Class Description Honours 1st Grade 2nd Grade 3rd Grade 

117A Solo poetry (Senior)   S Mahachi(U6)   

119A Sonnet (Intermediate)  A Chohan (4.1)   

119A Sonnet (Intermediate)  D Johnson-Brickhill (4.1)   

123A Duo poetry (Intermediate Forms 1 & 2) T Govere (1R)    

123A Duo poetry (Intermediate Forms 1 & 2) S Musasiwa (1B)    

124A Duo poetry (Intermediate Forms 3 & 4)  A Chohan (4.1)   

124A Duo poetry (Intermediate Forms 3 & 4)  D Johnson-Brickhill (4.1)   

153A Prose (Intermediate)  D Johnson-Brickhill (4.1)   

154A Prose (Senior) T Nzonzo (U6)    

302A Monologue (Intermediate)  T Govere (1R) M Hrkalovic (3.4) T Tambanewako (3.1) 

302A Monologue (Intermediate)  A Chohan (4.1)   

303A Monologue (Senior) T Nzonzo (U6)  S Mahachi (U6) R Macharika (U6) 

202 Solo Mime (Intermediate)    M Maseko (4.2) 

231B Solo Dance (Intermediate) T Ngwenya (3.1) T Tambowoneyi (3.1)   

402A Shakespearean Sonnet (Senior) D Shumbanhete (U6) T Nzonzo (U6)   

411B Shakerspearean Monologue (Intermediate)    M Maseko (4.2) 

412A Shakerspearean Monologue (Senior)  T Nzonzo (U6)   

412A Shakerspearean Monologue (Senior)  D Shumbanhete (U6)   

603A Solo Dramatic Improvisation (Senior) T Nzonzo (U6)  D Shumbanhete (U6) C Aine (L6) 

605 Duo Dramatic Improvisation 
(Intermediate) 

A Chohan (4.1)    

605 Duo Dramatic Improvisation 
(Intermediate) 

D Johnson-Brickhill (4.1)    

611 Improvised Advertising (Intermediate) T Tambanewako (3.1)    

611 Improvised Advertising (Intermediate) T Tambowoneyi(3.1)    

612 Improvised Advertising (Seniors) T Nzonzo (U6)    

312B  Duologue (Intermediate)  T Govere (1R) 
S Musasiwa (1B) 

Z Muhau (2E) 
J Munyeza (2Q) 

 

312B Duologue (Senior)   A Chohan (4.1) 
D Johnson-Brickhill (4.1) 

 

312B Duologue (Senior)    S Teveredzi (U6) 
R Macharika (U6) 

516A Prepared Speech (Intermediate)   B Bikwa (4.1)  

516B Prepared Speech (Intermediate)  A Chohan (4.1)   

562A Prepared Speech (Senior)  J Munyeza (U6) T Kusangaya (L6)  

161A Solo Recited (Intermediate)  D Johnson-Brickhill (4.1)   

544 Duo prepared TV News Reading 
(Intermediate) 

A Chohan (4.1)  S Sigauke (2E)  

544 Duo prepared TV News Reading 
(Intermediate) 

D Johnson-Brickhill (4.1)  T Kambani (2E)  

117ooc Solo Peotry (Senior)  T Nzonzo (U6) S Mandoza (L6)  

303ooc2 Monologue (Senior)   S Mandoza (L6)  

             Soccer 
CHISZ U15 Tournament 
 
We participated in the U15 CHISZ Tournament held at Westridge.  There were a total of 8 schools and we were drawn in Pool B together 
with St John’s College, Falcon College and Westridge B team.  We started our tournament against St John’s College where we won 2-1 
courtesy of a brace score by J Happi-Kamseu.  Our second match was an evenly matched game with Falcon College.  The game was too 
close and evenly matched that we ended up drawing 0-0.   
Our final match in our Pool was against Westridge where we cruised to a comfortable 5-0 white wash.  Our results were enough to make 
us top of the group and proceeded to the semi-finals.  We faced Peterhouse in the semi-finals who proved to be more threatening through-
out the tournament.  Two defensive errors proved costly and allowed Peterhouse to proceed to the finals to face Lomagundi after beating 
us 2-0. 
The boys approached the tournament with a great deal of confidence and high exception but we fell short at the end from a lack of concen-
tration.  We still did relatively well and played some mouthwatering football over the course of the day.  Five boys managed to be selected 
to represent the CHISZ U15 soccer team and those were J Happi-Kamseu, E de Torriente, J Mhuru, T Matambo and B Lozane. 
Special thanks go to the Coach, the Captain C Munyonga for his leadership to carry the team through to the final whistle and the team for 
playing with all their heart. 
By : T Matambo   For m : 2N 


